Emergency Medicine eTOC bulletin for August 2020

The Library will source and supply any full text articles you are interested in.

Academic Emergency Medicine

Current issue – August 2020, Vol. 27, Iss.8 [here]

Online first:

Remembering COVID From the Frontlines

The Emergency Department Trigger Tool: Validation and Testing to Optimize Yield

Global Emergency Medicine: A Review of the Literature From 2019

Prevalence and Economic Burden of Malnutrition Diagnosis Among Patients Presenting to United States Emergency Departments

Cultivating a Better Understanding of COVID‐19 Amidst a Shifting Landscape

Using Sex‐specific Cutoffs for High‐sensitivity Cardiac Troponin T to Diagnose Acute Myocardial Infarction

Clinical Course and Factors Associated With Hospitalization and Critical Illness Among COVID‐19 Patients in Chicago, Illinois

Disparities in Care: The Role of Race on the Utilization of Physical Restraints in the Emergency Setting

Unique Needs for the Implementation of Emergency Department Human Immunodeficiency Virus Screening in Adolescents

The Infant Scalp Score: A Validated Tool to Stratify Risk of Traumatic Brain Injury in Infants With Isolated Scalp Hematoma

Resting Borg score as a predictor of safe discharge of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease from the emergency department observation unit
Hot Off the Press: Accuracy of Signs and Symptoms for the Diagnosis of Community-acquired Pneumonia

Emergency Department Visits for Serious Diagnoses During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Intravenous Magnesium Sulfate for Acute Asthma Exacerbation in Adults

Advanced Emergency Nursing Journal

Current issue – July – September 2020, Vol.42, Iss.3 [here]

Annals of Emergency Medicine

Current issue – September 2020, Vol.76, Iss.3 [here]

Online first:

Effect of Medical Scribes on Throughput, Revenue, and Patient and Provider Satisfaction: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis

Can an Emergency Department–Initiated Intervention Prevent Subsequent Falls and Health Care Use in Older Adults? A Randomized Controlled Trial

Quality Assurance Processes Ensuring Appropriate Follow-up of Test Results Pending at Discharge in Emergency Departments: A Systematic Review

The Three-Year Effect of Medicaid Expansion on Emergency Department Visits and Admissions

Repurposing Video Review Infrastructure for Clinical Resuscitation Care in the Age of COVID-19

Medication Education for Dosing Safety: A Randomized Controlled Trial

When Safety Event Reporting Is Seen as Punitive

Diagnostic Reclassification by a High-Sensitivity Cardiac Troponin Assay

Prospective Randomized Trial of Standard Left Anterolateral Thoracotomy Versus Modified Bilateral Clamshell Thoracotomy Performed by Emergency Physicians

A Walk-through COVID-19 Screening Station Can Preserve PPEs and Quickly Process Patients
Archives of Disease in Childhood

Current issue – September 2020, Vol. 105, Iss. 9 [here]

Online first:

Clinical features to distinguish meningitis among young infants at a rural Kenyan hospital

Rat-bite fever in a child without a bite

Is opioid analgesia superior to NSAID analgesia in children with musculoskeletal trauma?

Height of fever and invasive bacterial infection

Accuracy of PECARN rule for predicting serious bacterial infection in infants with fever without a source

Acute asthma management considerations in children and adolescents during the COVID-19 pandemic

COVID-19 in children: analysis of the first pandemic peak in England

Predictive value of indicators for identifying child maltreatment and intimate partner violence in coded electronic health records: a systematic review and meta-analysis

Implementation of a paediatric early warning system as a complex health technology intervention

Should we use steroids as primary therapy for Kawasaki disease?

BMJ

Current issue – 31st August to 6th September 2020 [here]

Emergency Medicine Journal

Current issue – September 2020, Vol. 37, Iss. 9 [here]

Online first:

Insufficient quality of public automated external defibrillator recordings in the greater Paris area, a descriptive study

Early Exercise in blunt Chest wall Trauma: a feasibility trial (ELECT Trial)

Seven-step framework to enhance practitioner explanations and parental understandings of research without prior consent in paediatric emergency and critical care trials

Global health and the Royal College of Emergency Medicine: a cross-sectional survey of members and fellows
Validation of the National Emergency Department Overcrowding Score (NEDOCS) in a UK non-specialist emergency department

Comparison of the efficacy of ketamine–propofol versus sodium thiopental–fentanyl in sedation: a randomised clinical trial

Variation in CT use for paediatric head injuries across different types of emergency departments in Australia and New Zealand

Beirut: a wounded city explodes

Clinical teachers’ motivations for feedback provision in busy emergency departments: a multicentre qualitative study

Prevention and treatment system of novel coronavirus infection in medical and health institutions: experience in West China Hospital of Sichuan University

Quality improvement initiative for improved patient communication in an ED rapid assessment zone

Time to bring emergency medicine to the limelight in developing countries to fight pandemics like SARS-CoV-2 effectively

Emergency Nurse

Current issue - 13th July 2020, Vol.28, Iss.4 here

European Journal of Emergency Medicine

Current issue – October 2020, Vol.27, Iss.5 here:

Online first:

Effect of written and video discharge instructions on parental recall of information about analgesics in children

Association of out of hospital paediatric early warning score with need for hospital admission in a Scottish emergency ambulance population

Journal of Emergency Nursing:

Current issue September 2020, Vol. 46, Iss.5 here:
Online first:

The Influence of Patient Safety Culture and Patient Safety Error Experience on Safety Nursing Activities of Emergency Nurses in South Korea

Urine Drug Screens in the Emergency Department: The Best Test May Be No Test at All

A Pivot to Palliative: An Interdisciplinary Program Development in Preparation for a Coronavirus Patient Surge in the Emergency Department

An Interrupted Time Series Analysis of the Dissemination of a Sickle Cell Vaso-Occlusive Episode Treatment Algorithm and a Case Management Referral Form for Individuals With Sickle Cell Disease in the Emergency Department

Attitudes Toward Influenza Vaccination Administration in the Emergency Department Among Patients: A Cross-Sectional Survey

Facility level case report of nursing care processes for patients with suspected 2019 Novel coronavirus disease in Shanghai, China

The Lancet

Current issue 29th August 2020, Vol. 396, Iss.10251 here:

New England Journal of Medicine

Current issue 3rd September 2020, Vol 383, Iss.10 here:

Pediatrics:

Current issue 1st September 2020, Vol. 146, Iss.3 here
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